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Communication between proximal and distal sites within mac-
romolecules is a hallmark of biological regulation. Generally, such
coupling is empirically observed, with limited understanding of the
underlying forces that modulate the biology. For example, the
activation of base excision repair (BER) of damaged DNA bases
induces expansion of proximal triplet repeat domains,1 yielding the
genotype characteristic of so-called “triplet repeat” diseases.2-4 To
understand the origins of this coupling, we have mapped, in the
presence and absence of lesions, the complex energy landscapes
of DNA structures containing triplet repeat bulge loops implicated
in DNA expansion, so-called Ω-DNA (Scheme 1).5-7 We discov-
ered a position-dependent energy coupling between distal DNA
lesions in the loop and in adjacent duplex domains. Such crosstalk
may have profound regulatory consequences, particularly in the
context of the observed and yet unexplained coupling between DNA
repair, a desirable process, and DNA expansion, a disease-inducing
process.

To probe this intriguing allostery/crosstalk, we devised an
approach we call “DNA lesion scanning.” The two lesions studied
here are 8oxodG (O) and a tetrahydrofuran abasic site analogue
(F), both of which are mutagenic and destabilizing to the global
stability of DNA.8,9 In our scanning experiment, we incorporate
either the O or F lesion at a single fixed position in the opposing
“nonbulged” strand, downstream from the loop domain, and then
singularly and selectively replace guanines in the bulge loop domain
with either O or F. This process creates a position-dependent family
of Ω-DNA constructs containing pairs of lesions, as illustrated in
Scheme 1. We then use calorimetric melting curves to map the
energy impact of these lesion pairs on DNA properties.10 Similar
mutation scanning experiments, such as alanine scanning in proteins,
and scanning for compensating double mutations in RNA, have
found widespread use for identifying critical residues and structural
elements.11-15 Our DNA lesion scanning experiments achieve a
similar goal from an energetics perspective and have conceptual
similarities to the placement of fluorescent labels in FRET methods
to map distance constraints between biopolymer domains.16

The choice of 8oxodG (O) and an abasic site analogue (F) as
suitable lesions is dictated by observations that faulty BER repair
of oxidative lesions at or near CAG repeat domains can enhance
rates of DNA expansion in mouse models of Huntington’s disease.1

The O lesion is a common form of oxidative DNA damage repaired
by the BER pathway, and the abasic site is the universal intermedi-
ate in BER repair.17-20 Formation of two or more closely spaced
oxidative lesions, which forms the basis of our lesion scanning

experiment, is a frequent consequence of DNA damage by ionizing
radiation and/or chemical reagents.17,21

The resulting clustered lesions provide unique challenges for the
DNA repair machinery.22-24 Our scanning method detects and
quantitatively defines the collective consequences of such clustered
oxidative lesions within triplet repeat bulge loop structures. Such
characterizations are essential for assessing the differential recogni-
tion and processing of these unique substrates for DNA repair, and
to evaluate the basis for the coupling of repair with DNA expansion.

Ω-DNA constructs with two lesions exhibit biphasic melting
profiles. Figure 1 shows the experimentally measured excess heat
capacity curves for the different families of Ω-DNAs with one
lesion in the bulge loop and a second lesion in the downstream
duplex domain. The corresponding global thermodynamic data
derived by integration of these excess heat capacity curves are listed
in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. Significantly, in contrast
to the lesion-free parent and most single lesion Ω-DNAs we
previously studied,6,7 all dual lesion containing constructs display
multiphasic melting behavior, with the shape of the melting profile
being dependent on lesion type and position.

To evaluate the thermodynamic impact of a particular lesion pair,
we deconvoluted the multiphasic denaturation processes shown in
Figure 1 into their component parts. To this end, we used a statistical
mechanical model first developed by Wyman and Gill to analyze
the complex multicomponent excess heat capacity curves of
tRNAs,25,26 modified here to take into account nonzero heat
capacity changes. For two independent, two-state transitions, we
find this model provides good fits to all Ω-DNA melting curves
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Scheme 1 a

a We refer to the bulge loop construct shown as an Ω-DNA based on
its similarity to the Greek letter Ω when represented in two dimensions.
We will adhere to the following nomenclature based on lesion type and
position listed in the following order: identity of lesion in bulge loop;
followed by a number in parentheses of the CAG repeat containing the
lesion; followed by the identity of the fixed position lesion in the
downstream domain. Thus, O(3)-F refers to the member of the O(n)-F
family of Ω-DNA constructs that contains the 8oxoG lesion in the 3rd
CAG repeat and the F lesion in the downstream duplex domain. The
designation (n) in place of a specific number within the parentheses
denotes the entire family of DNA lesion pairs; thus, O(n)-F refers to
the three Ω-DNA constructs in which n ) 1, 3, and 5.
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analyzed to date, including those that visually appear to be only a
single cooperative transition.7,27 The fitting results (Table S2) and
examples of fits to the dual lesion constructs for lesions located in
loop position 3 (Figure S2) are shown in the Supporting Informa-
tion. While caution should be exercised when interpreting these
results in microscopic terms, such deconvolutions resolve and define
the macroscopic effects of the lesions on the overall melting
behavior of the Ω-DNAs.

The high-temperature transition exhibits a constant melting
temperature, independent of the lesion pair, consistent with
melting of the lesion-free domain. Our data reveal the intriguing
result that, regardless of the lesion pair, the high temperature fitted
peak for all the dual lesion-containing Ω-DNA constructs is
characterized by the same melting temperature, Tm(fit,2) ) 65.6 (
0.2 °C. Differential behavior is reflected in the enthalpy term rather
than in the Tm data, with the fitted transition enthalpies falling into
two groups (∆H(fit,2) ) 78.5 ( 1.9 kcal mol-1 and ∆H(fit,2) ) 60.5
( 2.1 kcal mol-1), depending on whether the two melting domains
are overlapping (the O(n)-O and F(n)-O families) or well resolved
(the O(n)-F and F(n)-F families). Significantly, when fitting the
melting curves of single lesion or lesion-free Ω-DNAs, we find
the same sets of Tm and enthalpy values (also clustering within
these two ∆H groups) for the high temperature component
transition, so long as the lesion is located in either the loop or in
the downstream domain. By contrast, when the lesion is located in
the upstream duplex domain, we find shifts to lower values in the
fitted Tm and the enthalpy for the upper transition.7,27

The ∆H of 78 kcal mol-1 we determine roughly corresponds to
that of an 11mer duplex at this temperature, such as makes up the
duplex arms of the Ω-DNA construct.28 Collectively, these
observations suggest that the high temperature melting transition
primarily reflects contributions from region(s) which lack lesions,
namely, the upstream duplex domain. The two groups of enthalpies
could arise from differential contributions due to cooperative
coupling of the melting of this lesion-free domain with the melting
of the loop self-structure and the duplex-loop-duplex three-way
junction.

The low-temperature transition exhibits lesion-dependent
behavior and corresponds to melting of the domain containing
the lesion. By contrast with the invariant, lesion-independent high
temperature melting transition, we find that lesions in the loop and
downstream domains cause considerable variation in the Tm and
enthalpy values for the resolved lower temperature peak. We further
observe that an abasic site (Figure 1C and D) generally has a more
significant impact on the domain melting enthalpy than does an
8oxodG lesion (Figure 1A and B), an observation consistent with
the relative thermodynamic impact of abasic sites and 8oxodG
lesions in duplex DNA.8,9

Lesion impact depends on the position within the loop.
Independent of the nature of the second lesion, our data reveal that
a given lesion exerts a greater thermodynamic impact when it is
located in the downstream duplex domain than when it is located
in the loop domain. This result is consistent with our observations
on single lesions Ω-DNA constructs7 and suggests that lesions favor
formation of bulge loop structures by destabilizing the duplex state
more than the loop state.

Within each family of dual lesion constructs, we observe the
same characteristic pattern of Tm and enthalpy changes with lesion
position in the loop domain. (Figure 2). Specifically, a lesion in
the center of the loop (position 3) is only modestly perturbing, while
a lesion within either the 5′ side of the loop (position 1) or the 3′
side of the loop (position 5) is significantly more perturbing, with
differences between the 5′ and 3′ lesions being marginal. In
summary, while the absolute magnitude of the lesion-induced
perturbations in Tm (fit,1) and ∆H(fit,1) depend on the identities of the
paired lesions, the position-dependent differential effects are
preserved across each family (Figure 2), as reflected in the following
order of decreasing impact on ∆∆H and ∆Tm relative to the lesion-
free Ω-construct: [n ) 5] ≈ [n ) 1] > [n ) 3].

Lesion crosstalk is reflected in the nonadditivity of lesion
impacts. Significantly, the enthalpy impact of a given lesion pair
cannot be estimated from the sum of the enthalpies of the
corresponding single lesion constructs (not shown). Except for the
O(n)-O family of Ω-DNAs, the combined enthalpy impact of both
lesions either significantly exceeds the summed enthalpies of the
corresponding single lesion constructs (the O(n)-F and F(n)-F
families) or is substantially less than the sum (the F(n)-O family).
In other words, our dual lesion constructs exhibit energy coupling
between the pairs of lesions that results in a more pronounced
enthalpy change than would be expected based on contributions
from the corresponding individual lesions alone. Such energy
coupling between distal domains is a prerequisite for allostery,29-34

Figure 1. Experimentally measured excess heat capacity curves for
lesion pairs O(n)-O (A), O(n)-F (B), F(n)-O (C), and F(n)-F (D) (n )
1, 3, or 5). X(1)-X lesion pairs are shown in red; X(3)-X lesion pairs
are shown in green; and X(5)-X lesion pairs are shown in blue. For
comparison, shown in black are the excess heat capacity curves for the
Ω-DNA constructs with the corresponding single lesion in the down-
stream domain only.

Figure 2. Comparison of the different Ω-DNA families. The difference
in low temperature fitted enthalpy (∆H(fit,1)) relative to ∆H(fit,1) of the
unmodified parent Ω-DNA is shown.
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a phenomenon known to influence biological regulation, and is a
hallmark of DNA telestability.35,36 This phenomenon may explain
why lesion repair at/near repeat domains leads to enhanced rates
of DNA expansion, as elaborated on below.

Energy coupling depends on distance/orientation between the
paired lesions. Based on the results shown in Figure 2, the energy
coupling we observe does not depend simply on the identity and
linear separation of the lesions in two-dimensional sequence space.
Instead, the coupling also depends on the three-dimensional distance
between and orientation of the two lesions imparted by the local
and global helical twist of the bulge loop constructs. This feature
is reflected in the complexity of the coupling data reported here.
Future studies will assess the sequence dependence of this lesion
crosstalk, as well as potential mechanisms of transmission of such
allosteric energetic effects. When structural data become available,
it may prove possible to correlate thermodynamic parameters with
distances between lesion sites.

Macroscopic Energy Coupling and Microscopic Lesion-
Induced Ensemble Redistribution. We previously have shown
that the Ω-DNA is a metastable macrostate composed of an
ensemble of energetically similar but not identical microstates.5 We
subsequently showed that the metastable Ω macrostate can adapt
to the energy perturbation induced by single lesions via redistribu-
tion of microstates within this ensemble.7 Building on our previous
observations, we now postulate that the energy coupling observed
here reflects lesion-induced redistribution of microstates within the
ensemble that collectively makes up the repeat loop macrostate,
including accommodations within the loop self-structure and the
duplex-loop-duplex junction.

Energy Crosstalk and Coupling between BER and Expansion
DNA Processing Pathways. In the BER pathway, isolated and
clustered oxidative lesions are recognized, excised, and repaired
in a highly orchestrated process which involves glycosylases,
endonucleases, repair polymerases, and a number of auxiliary
proteins that collectively coordinate the repair machinery.18,20 We
propose that the effects of energy coupling between lesions in loop
and adjacent duplex domains modulate recognition, binding, and
processing of clustered oxidative lesions by select elements of the
BER machinery. Our results suggest that BER proteins bound at
one lesion site may act as allosteric effectors for BER processing
of the second site. Such modulation of the BER machinery could
have profound effects on repair efficiency and outcome.

The observations of energy coupling/telestability between loop
and adjacent duplex domains described here, and in our earlier
publications,7,27 provide a physicochemical rationale for the
observations of the Wells laboratory that DNA sequences flanking
repeat DNA domains modulate/influence the propensity of repeat
DNA sequences to expand or contract within in ViVo model
systems.37-40 Our results are consistent with allosteric control of
biological processes in higher order nucleic acid structures, similar
to what is observed for proteins.41-44 Such energy coupling/
telestability could have significant implications for RNA function
and biology as well,45 particularly given the critical role in RNA
structure of loop domains connected via duplex regions.
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